When making decisions, individuals must often compensate for cognitive limitations, particularly in the face of advanced age. Recent findings suggest that age-related variability in striatal activity may increase financial risk-taking mistakes in older adults. In two studies, we sought to further characterize neural contributions to optimal financial risk taking and to determine whether decision aids could improve financial risk taking. In Study 1, neuroimaging analyses revealed that individuals whose mesolimbic activation correlated with the expected value estimates of a rational actor made more optimal financial decisions. In Study 2, presentation of expected value information improved decision making in both younger and older adults, but the addition of a distracting secondary task had little impact on decision quality. Remarkably, provision of expected value information improved the performance of older adults to match that of younger adults at baseline. These findings are consistent with the notion that mesolimbic circuits play a critical role in optimal choice, and imply that providing simplified information about expected value may improve financial risk taking across the adult life span.
INTRODUCTION
Unlike the rational actors posited by traditional financial models of optimal choice (Huang and Litzenberger, 1988) , humans (and other organisms) must rely upon limited cognitive capacities when making decisions (Simon, 1982) . Furthermore, some cognitive capacities related to attention, memory and cognitive control decline with age (Park et al., 2002; Salthouse, 2004; Birren and Schaie, 2006) . These limitations might bias human choice, with more extreme repercussions for older adults. Little research, however, has focused on whether aging exacerbates biases in financial decision making, which neuropsychological mechanisms underlie those biases, and how they might be minimized.
Although financial decision-making doubtlessly requires some explicit recall (which typically enlists attentional and declarative memory resources), it may also rely on implicit evaluative processes. Declarative memory, which supports explicit recall, has been primarily associated with activity in lateral prefrontal and medial temporal brain regions (Brewer et al., 1998; Wagner et al., 1998; Ranganath and D'Esposito, 2001; Paller and Wagner, 2002; Davachi, 2006; Blumenfeld and Ranganath, 2007) , whereas valuation has been associated primarily with activity in mesolimbic dopamine projection regions, including the medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC) and connected ventral striatum, including the nucleus accumbens (NAcc; O'Doherty, 2004; Knutson and Bossaerts, 2007; Knutson et al., 2008) .
Event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have specifically implicated mesolimbic projection areas associated with valuation in both optimal and suboptimal financial risk taking (Kuhnen and Knutson, 2005) . For example, while increased NAcc activity precedes optimal financial risk-seeking choices, excessive NAcc activity can foreshadow suboptimal risk-seeking 'mistakes' (which deviate from the choices of a risk-neutral Bayesian-updating actor).
Extensive research has linked age-related deficits in attention, memory and cognitive control to changes in lateral prefrontal and medial temporal cortical function (Cabeza et al., 2005; Hedden and Gabrieli, 2004) , but remarkably little research has investigated the influence of aging on valuation and associated mesolimbic function (Samanez-Larkin and Carstensen, in press). Emerging findings suggest age-related declines in the structure of frontal and striatal circuits (Hicks and Birren, 1970; Rubin, 1999; Buckner, 2004; Head et al., 2005) ; however, it is not yet clear whether these structural declines contribute to functional deficits in decision making. Early evidence has implied preservation of mesolimbic function in older adults in simple value assessment tasks (Samanez-Larkin et al., 2007) , while other studies have documented age-related declines in mesolimbic function during probabilistic learning tasks (Fera et al., 2005; Aizenstein et al., 2006; Mell et al., 2009; Samanez-Larkin et al., 2010) .
Although prevalent stereotypes suggest that older adults avoid risk, in some situations older adults may seek risk, or simply make more errors than younger adults (Denburg et al., 2005; Henninger et al., in press; Mather, 2006; Mohr et al., 2009) . For instance, in a recent study, we found that older adults made more risk-seeking financial mistakes in an investment task than younger adults (Samanez-Larkin et al., 2010) . This bias did not extend to risk-aversion mistakes. Furthermore, increased variability in NAcc function could account for the observed age differences in investment mistakes. While these findings implicate 'noisier' striatal activity in suboptimal financial risk taking, they do not specify which associated psychological processes impair choice, or how the impairment could be minimized. If NAcc activation supports the representation of expected value Yacubian et al., 2006) , and disruptions in NAcc function compromise financial risk taking (Kuhnen and Knutson, 2005; Samanez-Larkin et al., 2010) , then interventions that provide expected value information might improve decision making.
Alternatively, deficits in cognitive control associated with lateral prefrontal activity (D'Esposito et al., 1995; Miller and Cohen, 2001; Koechlin et al., 2003; Badre and Wagner, 2004; Badre, 2008) may compromise financial risk taking. Specifically, age-related changes in prefrontal function have been associated with impairments in attention and memory (Gazzaley and D'Esposito, 2007) . These age-related deficits in cognitive control may underlie age-related impairments in decision making (Brand and Markowitsch, 2010; however, see McCarrey et al., 2010) . If disrupted lateral prefrontal function compromises financial risk taking, then interventions that interfere with attention and declarative memory might impair decision making.
In two studies, we sought to determine whether disruptions in mesolimbic function might account for financial mistakes, and to improve the financial risk taking of both younger and older investors. In Study 1, we tested whether individuals whose mesolimbic activity most closely tracked expected value also made more optimal risky financial choices by reanalyzing data from a recently published study (Samanez-Larkin et al., 2010) . In Study 2, we examined whether increasing cognitive load or providing expected value information would alter the financial risk taking of healthy younger and older adults. Based on previous neuroimaging research, we speculated that individuals whose mesolimbic activation most closely tracked expected value would make more optimal choices in Study 1, and that provision of expected value information would improve the choices of both younger and older investors in Study 2.
METHODS

Study 1
Study 1 presents a new analysis of a recently published dataset (Samanez-Larkin et al., 2010) . More detailed information on the subjects and procedures is presented in the prior publication. While previous analyses focused on age differences in NAcc activity, the goal of the present analysis was to further determine whether individual differences in rational choices correlated with the degree to which neural activation in the NAcc and MPFC tracked expected value.
Fifty-four subjects (mean age ¼ 51.3 years, range ¼ 21-85, 54% female) played an investment task while undergoing functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). All subjects were recruited by a local survey research firm to socio-economically represent the population of the San Francisco Bay Area peninsula. Across the age range, subjects were matched on basic demographic variables (SES, income and ethnicity) by the recruitment agency. Subjects received a fixed compensation of $20 per hour, as well as a tenth of their total task earnings (or a deduction of a tenth of their total task losses), contingent on their performance.
BIAS task
A modified version of the Behavioral Investment Allocation Strategy (BIAS) task (Kuhnen and Knutson, 2005) elicited both optimal and suboptimal financial choices from each subject. During the task, subjects completed 10 blocks of 10 trials for a total of 100 trials. During each trial (Figure 1 ), subjects first saw two stocks and a bond (2 s), selected an asset when prompted with the word 'choose', and then viewed their highlighted choice on the screen (4 s). After a brief delay (2 s) their earnings for that trial and total earnings were displayed (4 s), followed by a display of the outcomes of all assets on that trial (4 s), and finally, a fixation cross (fixation, 2 s).
At the beginning of each block, the computer randomly assigned one of the two stocks to be the 'good' stock and the other to be the 'bad' stock, without the subject's knowledge. On average, outcomes of the good stock (i.e. þ$10 with 50% probability, þ$0 with 25% probability and À$10 with 25% probability) were better than outcomes of the bad stock (i.e. þ$10 with 25% probability, þ$0 with 25% probability and À$10 with 50% probability) for each trial. The bond paid $1 with 100% probability on each trial. Earnings were independently drawn from each distribution for each trial, and subjects were informed about the distributions before performing the task.
In the context of the BIAS task, the optimal strategy of a rational, risk-neutral agent is to pick a stock if he or she expects to receive a return that is at least as large as the bond return. Since the actual monetary amounts at stake in each trial were small (from À$1 to $1), we adopted risk neutrality as the baseline model of investor behaviora model which assumes that individuals maximize expected return. Performance was assessed by comparing the choices of individual subjects to those made by a risk-neutral Bayesian-updating rational actor on each trial (for complete model details, see Kuhnen and Knutson, 2005) . The model makes a discrete choice (i.e. chooses one asset) on each trial. Any deviation from the model by the subject (i.e. choosing either of the other two assets) on each trial was classified as a 'mistake'.
fMRI acquisition and analyses
Images were acquired with a 1.5 T General Electric MRI scanner using a standard birdcage quadrature head coil. Twenty-four 4-mm-thick slices (in-plane resolution 3.75 Â 3.75 mm, no gap) extended axially from the mid-pons to the top of the skull, providing adequate spatial resolution of subcortical regions of interest (e.g. midbrain, ventral striatum). Functional scans of the whole brain were acquired every 2 s (TR ¼ 2 s) with a T 2 *-sensitive in-/out-spiral pulse sequence (TE ¼ 40 ms, flip ¼ 908) designed to minimize signal dropout at the base of the brain (Glover and Law, 2001) . High-resolution structural scans were subsequently acquired using a T 1 -weighted spoiled grass sequence (TR ¼ 100 ms; TE ¼ 7 ms, flip ¼ 908), facilitating subsequent localization and coregistration of functional data. Preprocessing and whole brain analyses were conducted using Analysis of Functional Neural Images (AFNI) software (Cox, 1996) . For preprocessing, voxel time series were sinc interpolated to correct for non-simultaneous slice acquisition within each volume, corrected for three-dimensional motion, slightly spatially smoothed (FWHM ¼ 4 mm), converted to percentage signal change and high-pass filtered.
Analyses of brain imaging data involved two steps. In the first analytic step (a within-subject analysis), preprocessed time series were submitted to a regression model that included a primary regressor of interest that indexed the rational actor's current trial estimate of the expected value of a stock (i.e. the integrated value estimate later used in Study 2) during anticipation. Specifically, the raw expected value estimates for the individual stock that the subject subsequently chose on each trial were modeled during anticipation of choice in one single regressor. Trials where subjects chose bonds were not included in this regressor. The regression model also included covariate regressors of potential interest representing anticipation of stock vs bond choices, individual trial earnings at outcome (-$10, $0, $1, $10), and two separate regressors representing task phases (anticipation, outcome). The regression model also included covariate regressors of non-interest, which indexed cumulative earnings (current wealth earned during the task, updated at each outcome period), current trial uncertainty (updated at each market period), residual motion and trends across the scan session (i.e. baseline, linear and quadratic). Regressors of interest were convolved with a -variate function that modeled a canonical hemodynamic response prior to inclusion in regression models (Cohen, 1997) . These statistical maps were coregistered with structural images for each individual and spatially normalized by warping to Talairach space.
The second analytic step (a between subject analysis) investigated whether individuals whose NAcc and MPFC activation closely tracked expected value also made fewer mistakes (or more choices that conformed to those of the rational actor). Across subjects, expected value coefficients derived from the first analysis were regressed against the proportion of rational stock choices and age across the whole brain. Thus, the second analysis specifically regressed coefficients representing the dynamic association of brain activity with the rational actor's estimate of expected value for each subject against a summary measure of task performance for each subject (i.e. number of rational stock choices), controlling for age.
Voxelwise thresholds for statistical significance at the whole brain level were set at P < 0.005, uncorrected. AFNI's AlphaSim (Cox, 1996) was used to estimate the minimum cluster size of 36 2.0-mm 3 voxels for a P < 0.05 whole-brain corrected threshold. Small volume correction was applied to the NAcc at the same threshold (P < 0.005) but without the cluster criterion (which was too large to allow detection of activation in regions as small as the NAcc). In summary, this analysis examined whether individuals whose mesolimbic regions more closely tracked expected value also made fewer financial mistakes.
Methodological issues related to age differences
In all fMRI analyses, care was taken to minimize potential confounds associated with age differences in subject characteristics, brain morphology and hemodynamics (Samanez-Larkin and D'Esposito, 2008) . Each individual was screened for dementia using the Mini-Mental State Exam and their structural and functional brain imaging data were inspected for abnormalities. Three individuals (not included in the 54 subjects described above) were excluded due to a structural abnormality (71-year-old male) or motion >4 mm in any dimension from one volume acquisition to the next (26-and 74-year-old male). Each individual's brain was warped into Talairach space with reference to hand-placed anatomical landmarks.
Study 2
Subjects A separate sample of 108 healthy subjects completed Study 2. Forty-nine younger adults between the ages of 20-35 years (mean age ¼ 27.3, 35% female) and 59 older adults between the ages of 64-82 years (mean age ¼ 70.6, 37% female) were recruited by a local survey research firm to socioeconomically represent the population of the San Francisco Bay Area peninsula. Across age groups, subjects were matched on basic demographic variables (SES, income and ethnicity) by the recruitment agency prior to being scheduled for a laboratory visit. Across the sample, 62% percent of subjects were Caucasian, 13% Asian American, 11% Hispanic, 10% African American and 4% more than one race. Fifty-five percent of subjects were married, 40% single and 5% divorced. As displayed in Supplementary  Table 1 , for both trait affect and cognitive abilities, these age groups were similar to other between-group studies in the literature. Subjects received fixed compensation of $20 per hour, as well as a 10th of their total task earnings or a deduction of a 10th of their total task losses contingent on performance. Subjects in this study did not undergo fMRI.
Baseline BIAS task
The same version of the BIAS task used in Study 1 was used in Study 2 as a baseline condition with two modifications. First, subjects completed five blocks of 10 trials each for a total of 50 trials (i.e. half of the trials included in Study 1). Second, the response deadline was removed for choices, such that all subject responses were self-paced. During each trial, subjects first saw two stocks and a bond (2 s), selected an asset when prompted with the word 'choose' (self-paced), and then viewed their highlighted choice on the screen (2 s). After a brief delay (2 s), the subjects' earnings for that trial and total earnings were displayed (4 s), followed by the outcomes of all assets on that trial (4 s), and finally, a fixation cross (2 s; Figure 2 , top row). After being led through extensive instructions by an experimenter, subjects played three blocks of practice baseline trials (totaling 30 trials) before playing the baseline task for actual cash. Although subjects viewed all probability distributions, the experimenter also explicitly stated that the stocks were risky and the bonds were riskless. For instance, an excerpt from the instructions reads: 'once again, the three assets available to choose from are two stocks and a bond. The stocks are risky, because their earnings can be þ$10, -$10 or $0. The bond is riskless, because it always pays $1'.
In all conditions, performance was assessed by comparing each subject's choices to the choices of a risk-neutral rational actor on each trial. Choices that matched the model were characterized as 'rational' choices. Choices that deviated from the model were characterized as 'irrational' mistakes and classified into one of three different categories: risk-aversion (bond choice), risk-seeking (stock choice) or confusion (stock choice) mistakes. Risk-seeking mistakes occurred if subjects chose a risky option (i.e. a stock) when the riskless option (i.e. a bond) was the optimal investment. Risk-seeking mistakes tended to occur early within blocks when the rational actor lacked sufficient evidence to distinguish the good from the bad stock. Confusion mistakes occurred if subjects chose a risky option (i.e. a stock) when the other risky option (i.e. the other stock) was the optimal choice. Confusion mistakes tended to occur later within blocks when the rational actor had sufficient evidence to distinguish the good from the bad stock. Risk-aversion mistakes occurred if subjects chose the riskless option (i.e. the bond) when a risky option (i.e. a stock) was the optimal investment. Risk-aversion mistakes also tended to occur later within blocks when the rational actor had sufficient evidence to distinguish the good from the bad stock. The threshold for distinguishing between risk-seeking mistakes and confusion or risk-aversion mistakes occurred in the trial when the expected value of one stock exceeded the expected value of the bond. In Study 2, the rational actor chose the bond on 50% of trials. Thus, the maximum number of risk-seeking mistakes was 25 (out of 50 choices) in each condition and the maximum sum of confusion and risk-aversion mistakes was 25 (out of 50 choices). Analyses of individual mistake types appear in the Supplementary Results section.
Performance was examined using ANOVAs with rational choices (rational, irrational) and asset choices (stock, bond) as within-subject factors and age group (younger, older) as a between-subject factor. Follow-up t-tests are reported when main effects or interactions required further clarification. The analyses reported below focus on rational choices at baseline as well as on changes in rational choices in each manipulated condition with respect to the baseline condition. In addition to examining subjects' investment choices, we also assessed their explicit knowledge of which assets had performed best at the end of each block (series of 10 trials). Means of rational choices on individual trials and asset knowledge at the end of blocks by age group are provided in Supplementary Tables 2 and 3, respectively.
Dual-task condition
In the dual-task manipulation, we examined whether adding an auditory task (i.e. dividing attention) previously shown to engage lateral prefrontal cortex and reduce explicit (declarative) memory (Foerde et al., 2006) would disrupt rational choices relative to baseline. Thus, a continuous series of high-and low-pitched tones were played during the display frame of each individual trial (Figure 2 , second row). Subjects were asked to keep a running sum of the count of both high-and low-pitched tones during each trial. After viewing the assets, choosing, viewing the outcome and market results, subjects were asked either how many high-or how many low-pitched tones were played during that trial by choosing from one of three options. Tones were not played during the end-block question in which subjects indicated which stock performed best overall.
Discrete value condition
In the discrete value manipulation, we examined whether adding a decision aid that provided episodic value information would enhance rational choices relative to baseline. Thus, the outcomes of each individual previous trial within a block were presented to subjects as they made investment decisions. During each trial, a visual representation of the individual outcomes of all prior trials within that block appeared below each asset (Figure 2, third row) . Specifically, a large green plus symbol indicated that a stock had won $10 in the past, whereas a large red minus symbol indicated that a stock had lost $10 in the past. An unsigned grey line indicated that a stock had yielded $0 in the past. A small green plus symbol (one-tenth the size of the green plus symbol corresponding to $10 under stocks) indicated that the bond had earned $1 on each previous trial. This discrete value display was updated on the first screen of the following trial. Discrete value displays were reset after each block of ten trials and did not appear during the end-block question in which subjects identified which stock seemed best overall.
Integrated value condition
In the integrated value manipulation, we examined whether adding a decision aid that provided integrated value information would enhance rational choices relative to baseline. In this integrated value condition, subjects saw a summary of the current expected value of each asset based on prior outcomes within a block as they made individual investment decisions. During each trial, a visual representation of the rational actor's current value estimate appeared below each asset (Figure 2, bottom row) . For each stock, the expected value was equal to the current probability of that stock being the 'good' stock multiplied by the expected value of the good stock (þ$2.50) plus the current probability of that stock being the 'bad' stock multiplied by the expected value of the bad stock (-$2.50). 
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These estimates were updated on each trial according to Bayes' rule. For bonds, the expected value on each trial was equal to $1 and never changed. Estimates were displayed on a bivariate 'meter' with an increasingly positive green bar indicating increasingly positive expected values and an increasingly negative red bar indicating increasingly negative expected values. This display of the integrated value of each asset was updated on the first screen of the following trial. The displays reset after each block of 10 trials and were not displayed during the end-block question in which subjects identified which of the stocks performed best overall.
An experimenter led subjects through a brief summary of the instructions, the probability distributions, and one sample trial of each condition before playing each of the three manipulated versions of the task. In the dual-task condition, subjects listened to sample high, low, and mixed high/low-tone series before viewing the sample trial, and were additionally asked to 'try hard to focus on both counting tones and making wise investment decisions on every single trial'. In the decision aid conditions, subjects were informed that the additional information provided was only an aid and that they should always use their best judgment to make the final decision. Beyond explaining the information that the decision aids represented, subjects were not instructed to use the aids in any specific way. Complete task instructions can be obtained by contacting the authors.
While all subjects played the baseline condition first, the order of the subsequent manipulated blocks was counterbalanced between subjects. Outcomes were pseudorandomly generated for each condition. Specifically, multiple sets of 50 trials of outcomes were randomly drawn from the probability distributions, and four of these randomly generated series were selected for the four task conditions for all subjects. The four series of outcomes were selected such that the rational actor model earned $75 in each to control for difficulty across conditions. Outcomes earned by individual subjects, however, were determined by their individual choices and were not in any way manipulated or controlled. Subjects earned significantly less than the rational actor in all versions of the task (baseline: t 107 ¼ -11.98, P < 0.0001; dual-task: t 107 ¼ -10.89, P < 0.0001; discrete value: t 107 ¼ -10.16, P < 0.0001; integrated value: t 107 ¼ -11.89, P < 0.0001). Younger and older adults did not significantly differ in their actual earnings in the baseline, t 106 ¼ 0.30, P ¼ 0.77, dual-task, t 106 ¼ -1.66, P ¼ 0.10, discrete value, t 106 ¼ 1.32, P ¼ 0.19, or integrated value, t 106 ¼ 0.02, P ¼ 0.98, conditions.
RESULTS
Study 1
The key neuroimaging analysis examined whether individuals whose mesolimbic regions most closely tracked expected value also made more rational choices overall while investing. As predicted, whole brain regression revealed that individuals whose activation most closely tracked expected value (i.e. the rational actor's integrated value computation) in mesolimbic regions (i.e. NAcc and MPFC) during anticipation made more rational choices overall. More specifically, this analysis revealed a correlation between coefficients representing the dynamic association of activity in mesolimbic regions with the rational actor's estimate of expected value for each subject and a summary measure of task performance for each subject (i.e. number of rational stock choices) (Table 1 and Figure 3 ). This association implicates mesolimbic circuitry not only in the computation of expected value, but also in rational financial risk taking.
Beyond these regions of interest, activity in other areas associated with declarative memory (i.e. parahippocampal gyrus) and attention (i.e. superior parietal lobule) also showed a positive association between rational choices and Fig. 3 Expected value signals in mesolimbic regions correlate with task performance. An individual difference analysis revealed that more accurate representation of the actor's estimate of expected value in mesolimbic regions, the MPFC (A) and NAcc (B), at anticipation was positively correlated with rational choices in the investment task.
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the representation of expected value. The only brain region that showed a negative association between expected value and rational choices was a small region of the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Table 1) .
Study 2
Beyond comparison of age groups in a baseline condition, the key behavioral analyses focused on how manipulations of attention and value information might influence individuals' rational choices. Based on the neuroimaging findings, we sought to determine whether manipulations of attention or value might influence both rational choices and the acquisition of explicit knowledge about which assets were best (Foerde et al., 2006) . We predicted that the presentation of value information would increase rational choices in both younger and older adults.
Baseline condition
Analysis of choices in the baseline condition yielded a significant rational choice Â group interaction, F 1,106 ¼ 5.824, P < 0.05, suggesting that performance differed between the two age groups. Follow-up tests confirmed that the older adults made fewer rational choices than the younger adults overall, t 106 ¼ -2.41, P < 0.05 ( Figure 3A ). Despite these differences in choice, older adults did not differ from younger adults in their explicit knowledge of which assets were best, since older adults did not make significantly more errors when explicitly identifying the correct stock at the end of a block, t 106 ¼ 0.64, P ¼ 0.53.
Dual-task condition
In the dual-task (divided-attention) condition, secondary task performance (tone counting accuracy) was significantly above chance (33%) for both younger, t 48 ¼ 6.18, P < 0001; and older, t 58 ¼ 6.24, P < 0001, subjects. Although mean tone counting accuracy was numerically higher for younger (45.1%) than older adults (41.4%), the two groups did not significantly differ, t 106 ¼ -1.59, P ¼ 0.12, suggesting a similar effect of the manipulation on attention. The dual-task condition effectively disrupted declarative memory contributions, as revealed by a significant decrease in explicit asset knowledge at the end of blocks in the dual-task condition relative to baseline in younger adults, t 48 ¼ -2.10, P < 0.05, as well as a trend toward decreased explicit asset knowledge in older adults, t 58 ¼ -1.82, P ¼ 0.07. The two age groups did not differ, however, in this decrease in asset knowledge, t 106 ¼ -0.40, P ¼ 0.69. Relative to the baseline condition, a non-significant condition (baseline, dual-task) Â rational choice interaction, F 1,106 ¼ 0.707, P ¼ 0.40, revealed that the number of rational choices was similar in baseline and dual-task conditions, implying that the presence of the secondary task did not significantly influence rational choices. A non-significant interaction of condition, rational choices and age group, F 1,106 ¼ 0.03, P ¼ 0.86, suggested that this lack of an effect of the secondary task on rational choices did not differ between younger and older adults. Follow-up tests confirmed that in the dual-task condition, the number of rational choices did not differ from baseline in younger adults, t 48 ¼ -0.42, P ¼ 0.67; or older adults, t 58 ¼ -0.80, P ¼ 0.43 ( Figure 3B ). These findings, together with the negative impact of dual-task inference on the acquisition of explicit knowledge, suggest that at least partially distinct forms of learning and memory may support investment choices and explicit asset knowledge.
Discrete value condition A significant condition (baseline, discrete value) Â rational choice interaction, F 1,106 ¼ 34.58, P < 0.001, revealed that relative to the baseline condition, the number of rational choices increased in the discrete value condition. A non-significant interaction of condition, rational choice, and age group, F 1,106 ¼ 0.68, P ¼ 0.41, suggested that these improvements did not differ between younger and older adults. Follow-up tests confirmed that overall rational choices increased in both younger adults, t 48 ¼ 4.80, P < 0.0001; and older adults, t 58 ¼ 3.60, P < 0.001, with provision of discrete value information ( Figure 3B ).
The addition of discrete value information on individual trials also improved explicit asset knowledge at the end of blocks (even when decision aids were no longer visible). There was a significant increase in explicit asset knowledge in the discrete value condition in younger adults, t 48 ¼ 5.51, P < 0.0001; and older adults, t 58 ¼ 5.49, P < 0.0001. The two age groups did not differ in increased asset knowledge, t 106 ¼ 0.15, P ¼ 0.88.
Integrated value condition
A significant condition (baseline, integrated value) Â rational choice interaction, F 1,106 ¼ 67.27, P < 0.0001, revealed that relative to the baseline condition, the number of rational choices also increased in the integrated value condition. A non-significant interaction of condition, rational choice, and age group, F 1,106 ¼ 0.18, P ¼ 0.67, suggested that these improvements did not differ between younger and older adults. Follow-up tests confirmed that overall rational choices increased in both younger adults, t 48 ¼ 5.42, P < 0.0001; and older adults, t 58 ¼ 6.19, P < 0.0001, with the provision of integrated value information ( Figure 3B ).
Adding integrated value information on individual trials also improved explicit asset knowledge at the end of blocks (even when decision aids were no longer visible). There was a significant increase in asset knowledge in the integrated value condition in both younger adults, t 48 ¼ 4.90, P < 0.0001, and in older adults, t 58 ¼ 5.91, P < 0.0001. The two age groups did not differ in increased asset knowledge, t 106 ¼ -0.49, P ¼ 0.63.
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Comparisons across conditions All of the manipulations appeared to have similar effects on both age groups. Older adults, however, made fewer rational choices than younger adults at baseline and in every manipulated condition of the task (Supplementary Results section) . One of the primary goals of this study was to improve the decision making of older adults. Relative to younger adults at baseline, older adults made significantly fewer rational choices at baseline and in the dual-task condition, t 106 ¼ -3.13, P < 0.01 ( Figure 4C ). Older adults, however, did not differ in rational choices from younger adults at baseline in either the discrete value, t 106 ¼ -0.27, P ¼ 0.79; or integrated value, t 106 ¼ 1.08, P ¼ 0.28, conditions ( Figure 4C ). The increase from baseline in rational choices was higher in the discrete value condition than the dual-task condition for both younger adults, t 48 ¼ 4.89, P < 0.0001; and older adults, t 58 ¼ 3.90, P < 0.0001. Furthermore, rational choices were even higher in the integrated value condition than in the discrete value condition for both younger adults, t 48 ¼ 2.39, P < 0.05; and older adults, t 58 ¼ 2.75, P < 0.01 ( Figure 4B ). Thus, providing value information (particularly in an integrated and simplified format) increased older adults' rational choices to a level comparable to those of younger adults in the baseline condition.
DISCUSSION
In two studies of community members spanning a broad age range, we examined neural and behavioral evidence for individual differences in financial risk taking, and sought to identify interventions that could minimize those differences. Study 1 combined neuroimaging with an investment task to reveal that individuals whose mesolimbic activation (i.e. in the NAcc and MPFC) most closely tracked a rational actor's expected value estimates also made the most rational risky choices. Study 2 demonstrated not only that older adults made more mistakes (or irrational choices) than younger adults (Samanez-Larkin et al., 2010), but also that task modifications related to expected value improved rational choice in both younger and older adults. Specifically, while attentional interference of declarative memory had little influence on rational choices in either group, provision of decision aids that provided value information increased rational choices in both groups, matching older adults' rational choices to the level of younger adults at baseline. Together, these findings suggest that accurate neural representation of expected value supports rational financial risk taking, and suggest that providing expected value information can improve financial risk taking in both younger and older adults. From a neural standpoint, these findings are consistent with the notion that optimal financial risk taking requires input from mesolimbic circuits. Remarkably, disrupting the acquisition of declarative memory by dividing attention in the dual-task condition did not compromise the rational choices of younger or older adults (although it did make younger adults more conservative in their choices; Supplementary Results section). Dividing attention did, however, reduce the accuracy of subjects' explicit retrospective estimates of which stock was best. This dissociation between explicit report and implicit performance has previously been observed in studies in which attentional interference with explicit declarative learning occurs without influencing implicit probabilistic learning performance (Foerde et al., 2006) . Neuroimaging research suggests that when lateral prefrontal resources are occupied, striatal systems may play a more prominent role in learning (Poldrack and Foerde, 2008) . Although Study 2 did not assess neural activity, its behavioral findings conceptually extend the distinction between explicit and implicit processing to a group of older adults. Since a 'functional lesion' of declarative memory in the dual-task condition did not impair performance, these findings clearly contradict the notion that declarative memory is the primary or critical process required for rational choice in this investment task. The addition of a secondary task did not disrupt performance relative to baseline (orange) for either younger (lighter bars) or older (darker bars) adults. However, the addition of discrete value information (blue) or integrated value information (purple) increased rational choices from baseline for both younger (lighter bars) and older adults (darker bars). For both age groups, the integrated value condition (iii) produced greater improvements than the discrete value condition (ii), which produced greater improvements than the dual-task condition (i). (C) Although older adults at baseline (dark grey O) and in the dual-task condition (orange O) made fewer rational choices than younger adults at baseline (light grey Y), older adults did not differ significantly in either the discrete value (blue O) or integrated value (purple O) conditions from young adults at baseline. Thus, presentation of information related to expected value matched the performance of older adults to that of younger adults at baseline. *P < 0.05; n.s.: not statistically significant.
These findings also indicated that providing both discrete and integrated value information increased rational choices relative to baseline in both younger and older adults. Investment choices of both age groups, however, still only matched those of the rational actor less than 60% of the time, demonstrating room for further improvement (for comparison, 75% of choices of Stanford PhD students matched those of the rational actor in a previous study; Kuhnen and Knutson, 2005) . In the discrete value condition, although each trial presented complete information about the prior history of outcomes, this temporally varying episodic representation of value may have misled subjects on individual trials. Previous researchers have reported choice anomalies in the context of discrete and sequentially updated value information, including illusory correlations, the gambler's fallacy, and others (de Laplace, 1951; Tversky and Kahneman, 1971; Gilovich et al., 2002; Ayton and Fischer, 2004) . Accordingly, providing integrated rather than discrete estimates of expected value further increased rational choices in both groups, suggesting that this simplified and integrated value information was more effective in improving decision making.
If integrated value information is dynamically computed by or acts through mesolimbic circuits to promote rational risk taking, then individuals whose mesolimbic activity best represents the expected value estimates of a rational actor should make the most rational choices, as seen in Study 1. Although subjects in Study 2 did not undergo neuroimaging, it is plausible that the value information they received either directly or indirectly provided a more accurate estimate of expected value to upstream neural systems that guide behavioral choice (e.g. the dorsal striatum and connected supplementary motor cortex) (O'Doherty, 2004; Knutson and Cooper, 2005) .
While converging evidence across the two studies suggests that expected value information may commonly act through mesolimbic circuits to improve financial risk taking, it is also important to acknowledge that the findings of Study 2 do not provide direct verification of this underlying neural mechanism. Although NAcc and MPFC activation have been implicated in representing expected value, integrating value across different stimulus dimensions, and assigning value to appropriate actions (O'Doherty, 2004; Knutson and Cooper, 2005) , external presentation of expected value information in Study 2 may have bypassed the need for mesolimbic recruitment. It is also possible that the presence of expected value information provided a concurrent complementary source of evidence via the declarative memory system. The improvements in both individual investment decisions and explicit asset knowledge in the value conditions provides some evidence for this possibility, suggesting that task performance can be based on either implicit or explicit knowledge. This is consistent with evidence from related experimental tasks which rely on experience-based learning from probabilistic feedback (Poldrack and Packard, 2003; Poldrack and Foerde, 2008; Shohamy et al., 2008; Filoteo et al., in press ). The lack of a choice impairment in the dual-task condition indicates that explicit knowledge isn't typically necessary, but the choice improvements in the presence of expected value information might suggest that explicit representations of value may supplement implicit representations under some conditions. Future neuroimaging research will be required to determine whether expected value information improves financial risk taking by modulating activity in mesolimbic or dorsolateral prefrontal circuits.
One important alternative explanation for performance differences between age groups or across conditions is that these manipulations invoked the use of different or even divergent strategies. Performance measures over time, however, suggest that subjects (either knowingly or unknowingly) approximated the strategies of the rational actor in all conditions. Specifically, subjects chose the bond early, followed by an increasing preference for the good stock over time (Supplementary Figure 1) . Furthermore, in the presence of additional value information both younger and older subjects' choices more closely matched those of the rational actor over time (Supplementary Figure 1) .
Although the present analyses focused on 'rational' choices (or choices that converged with those of the rational actor), additional analyses of 'mistakes' (or choices that diverged from those of the rational actor; Supplementary Results section) revealed that age differences in performance across conditions were driven by age-related increases in mistakes when subjects chose stocks relatively early in blocks (i.e. made risk-seeking mistakes) (Supplementary Figure 2) . Additionally, analyses of mistakes revealed that expected value information selectively reduced stock mistakes both early and later in blocks (Supplementary Results section) . No age differences in mistakes were observed when subjects chose bonds (i.e. made risk-aversion mistakes), and presentation of expected value information did not influence risk-aversion mistakes.
While presentation of value information improved the decisions of older adults, age differences still persisted across conditions. This same pattern of findings has been documented in classic cognitive training studies (Baltes and Kliegl, 1992) . Although age differences were not eliminated within any particular condition, the present findings suggest that appropriately tailored interventions can improve the decision making of older adults to the baseline performance of younger adults. In the case of financial risk taking, decision aids that provide simplified estimates of expected value may help because they mimic the output of neural mechanisms that represent expected value. Informational content alone is not sufficient, and style of presentation may also matter, since both younger and older adults improved more when presented with integrated value information rather than with discrete value information. Unfortunately, in the world of financial risk taking, Improving financial risk tasking SCAN (2011) expected value information often cannot be reliably computed or is not available to investors. Nonetheless, the present findings suggest that understanding how the brain processes value information may eventually inform the design of more targeted and effective behavioral interventions for investors of all ages.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA Supplementary data are available at SCAN online.
